Real-Time Drug Release Analysis of Enzyme and pH Responsive Polysaccharide Nanovesicles.
The accurate estimation of drug release kinetics of polymeric vehicles is an indispensable prerequisite for the developments of successful drug carriers for cancer therapy. The present investigation reports the development of time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopic approach for the real-time release kinetics of fluorophore loaded polysaccharide vesicles that are potential vectors in cancer treatment. The polysaccharide vesicles were custom designed with appropriate enzyme and pH responsiveness and loaded with water-soluble biocompatible fluorophore Rhodamine B (Rh-B). The semipermeable membrane dialysis method along with steady state absorbance spectroscopic technique was found to be inaccurate for the estimation of drug release. Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique was found to exhibit significant difference in excited state decay profiles and fluorescent lifetime of Rh-B in the free and polymer bound states. This enabled the establishment of real-time drug release protocols by TCSPC method for polysaccharide vesicles that are responsible to pH and enzyme with respect to intracellular compartments. Real-time analysis predicted the release kinetics 20-25% higher accuracy when compared to the dialysis method under in vitro conditions. Moreover, the ability of enzyme to cleave the polysaccharide vesicles was further validated by docking studies. The positioning of the molecules in active site of enzyme and the binding energy data were generated using AUTODOCK program to study the rupture of polysaccharide vesicles. This new TCSPC technique could be very useful for studying the drug release pattern of synthetic polymer vesicles loaded with Rh-B fluorophore.